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高一英语第十二期·语法自测

II. Grammar and Vocabulary 高一

Directions: Beneath each of the following sentences there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the one
answer that best completes the sentence. 非

1. _____ it rain, we might as well put the meeting till next week.
A. Were B. Had C. Would D. Should

2. The teacher demanded that her students _____ late for class.
A. be not B. is not C. was to be D. not be

3. They requested that we _____ them gather crops.
A. help B. to help C. helping D. helped

4. What is important is that she _____ the traffic rules.
A. should observe B. can observe C. observed D. observes

5. I _____ to have left a message for you, but I forgot.
A. were B. was C. used D. was able

6. If there were no subjunctive mood (虚拟语气), English _____ much easier.
A. will be B. would have been C. could have been D. would be

7. The guard at the gate insisted that everybody _____ the rules.
A. obeys B. obey C. will obey D. would obey

8. – The experiment had failed!
– I suggest you _____ again.
A. try B. trying C. will try D. would try

9. I wish I _____ you yesterday.
A. seen B. did see C. had seen D. were to see

10. Without electricity human life _____ quite different today.
A. is B. will be C. would have been D. would be

11. If it _____ for the snow, we _____ the mountain yesterday.
A. were not…could have climbed B. were not…could climb
C. had not been…could have climbed D. had not been…could climb

12. When a pencil is partly in a glass of water, it looks as if it _____.
A. breaks B. has broken C. were broken D. had been broken

13. Without your help, we _____ so much.
A. will not achieve B. didn’t achieve
C. don’t achieve D. would not have achieved

14. If only I _____ my car!
A. hadn’t lost B. would not lose C. didn’t lose D. haven’t lost

15. _____ I be free tomorrow, I could go with you.
A. Could B. Should C. Might D. Must
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